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… ” I spent my time investigating insects.
At the beginning, I started with silk worms in my home town of Frankfurt.
I realized that other caterpillars produced beautiful butterflies or moths, and
that silkworms did the same. This led me to collect all the caterpillars I could
find in order to see how they changed “…

Maria Sibylla Merian
foreword to Metamorphosis Insectorum Surinamensium [1705]

A preparatory studio for SURINAME, a soundwork inspired by the
groundbreaking work of Maria Sybilla Merian, a seventeenth-century
illustrator and naturalist.
This audio portrayal represents the first phase of an ongoing sound
project that explores the evolving, intensifying interior landscape of
this passionate explorer, who was also one of the greatest botanical
and insect painters that ever lived.
Her extraordinary work on caterpillars, moths and butterflies, her
unconventional life and her contributions to art and science turned
her talent into a mission. Considered one of the founders of modern
entomology, Maria Sibylla combined her passion for drawing with
her interest in insects; in her vision art and nature are inextricably
bound. Although it was extremely difficult for a woman to gain a
foothold in science at her time, she emerged from her chrysalis to
establish herself as a woman and a scientist in a world yet to be
discovered. She happened to be a pioneer in the field of natural
science anticipating several of the discoveries later made by Linnaeus
and Darwin.



Her stepfather, the naturalist painter Jakob Marell, chose her as a
pupil in his studio. Maria Sibylla then started collecting caterpillars,
worms, leaves and flowers, which she drew with great precision.
She was particularly fascinated by the transformation of caterpillars
into moths and butterflies.
At the age of fifty-two (1699) Maria Sibylla and her daughter
Dorothea ventured thousands of miles from the Netherlands (where
she had moved after her divorce) to Suriname to observe and
document the metamorphosis of insects. She spent two years
illustrating new and unique plant and animal species and behaviors.
Many of these illustrations are featured in Sibylla’s incredible self-
published Metamorphosis Insectorum Surinamensium (1705)
She was one of the first to demolish the belief of the spontaneous
generation of living organisms from inanimate matter and the first
naturalist to recognise and document the wondrous transformation
of caterpillars and illustrate the metamorphosis of the butterfly.

Her life, her perseverance, her vision, trace the imprints of a rarefied
and inexorable inner world, offering a glimpse of the extraordinary
vitality and variety of her perspectives, consistent with an ethical,
poetic yet scientific gaze over plants and animals.

Inspired by this extraordinary woman, our work makes use of found
sounds, imagination, voice and whispers, shamisen, cello,
electroacoustic textures, noise, butterflies, frogs, archival research,
letters; just like a sort of sonic score induced by an interior
monologue, trying to trace Sybilla's scientific attitude trapped in an
artist’s soul. We tried to paint the critical moment of the brave,
intrepid and long sea voyage to Suriname: the sea, the doubts, the
solitude, the imagined dangers of the jungle, her being an



independent but lonely woman in a male-dominated world ! To draw
a woman’s private labyrinth made of doubts, fears, solitude,
vulnerability, alienation, illness, identity.

Conceived, written and produced by

Barbara De Dominicis & Cristian Maddalena

Barbara plays voice, electronics, kalimba, synths, found sounds

Cristian plays shamisen, keys, electronics, drums, found sounds

with contributions by Andrea Serrapiglio (cello)

Words by Barbara De Dominicis and Cristian Maddalena,

Maria Sibylla Merian, Clarice Lispector [Água Viva], Virginia Woolf

[Waves], Maya Deren .

We thank all the butterflies, crickets, birds, waves and frogs involved

and, above all, Paulo Raposo for his supportive vision and trust .
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Barbara De dominicis

Besides using her voice and analog electronics, Barbara loves
collecting sounds, inventing sound textures and non-linear
storytelling. As a soloist she produced Anti-Gone (2011) a concept
album inspired by the figure of Antigone.
In the same year she began a collaboration with canadian
cellist Julia Kent : Parallel41 an improvisatory project published by
the french label Baskaru. Her new solo album Body Maps {out on
december 16th 2022 on Folderol Records} has been inspired by Jean
Luc Nancy’s Corpus. A blend of spoken word, electroacoustic textures
and instruments, found sounds and voice.

Barbaradedominicis.org

https://baskaru.bandcamp.com/album/parallel-41
https://baskaru.bandcamp.com/album/parallel-41
https://folderolrecords.bandcamp.com/album/body-maps
http://www.barbaradedominicis.org


Author, musician, theatrical and vocal performer, Cristian created the
music and all the characters for: "Lo Zanni all'inferno" 2019, and
“Japanese Tales” in 2023. In his Radio Rai 3 (Italian National Radio
Station) shows, based on works by Nukeubi and Ryūnosuke
Akutagawa, he mixed electronic and acousmatic music with a deep
research on italian “ Commedia dell’Arte” and traditional japanise
“Kabuki” and “Nagauta” theater. He studies Japanese music with
(Paolo Cotrone) and plays Shamisen. He graduated at the



conservatory in Latina and studied with Luigi Ceccarelli, Francesco
Antonioni, Elio Martusciello.

https://cristian-maddalena.bandcamp.com/
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